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DENVER BRONCOS vs. OAKLAND RAIDERS 
Sports Authority Field at Mile High ● Sunday, Dec. 13, 2015 

 
BRONCOS HEAD COACH GARY KUBIAK 
 
Opening Statement 
“Okay, injury wise to start off with, we've got three guys dealing with hamstrings—[OLB] Lerentee McCray, [WR] Cody Latimer 
and [S] Darian Stewart. That's how we came out physically.”  
 
On struggling to finish drives with touchdowns in the first half 
“Yeah, I mean we were really poor in the red zone. I think we had [224] yards at halftime. I think they had negative yardage, and 
you're up 12-to-nothing. We had a chance to really do some damage in the first half, didn't do it and then obviously helped them 
in the second half with two turnovers, I think four or five drops and we lost the line of scrimmage offensively, in my opinion. We 
played great defense and just didn't ever finish the football game offensively or put ourselves in a position to finish them.” 
 
On if the run game struggles made it harder on QB Brock Osweiler 
“I thought Brock in the first half handled himself really well. We lost the line of scrimmage. I've got to go back and look at it. 
There is no doubt we got pushed around. We did not run the ball well at all. They were in our backfield. I think we had 16 carries 
for [25] yards in the first half. Came out in the third quarter, I think we had four three-and-outs and we dropped a few balls, 
turned the ball over—just added that to the we were struggling at the line of scrimmage. We had many, many chances to get it 
done and didn't get it done.” 
 
On if he sensed that the team wasn't right mentally at halftime 
“No, I felt good. I felt like we had played pretty darn good other than the fact that we didn't finish drives. They had nothing 
against us offensively. They come out, they go right down the field to start the second half, if I'm correct, and they go down and 
score. We go three-and-out. We lost the field position battle in the third quarter poorly. We give up a safety. We get backed up, 
but then we got a couple of nice possessions, had ourselves in position, missed a field goal that ties the game, and then obviously 
the fourth-down play—that's going to be a huge play. Didn't happen, though.” 
 
On why Raiders DE Khalil Mack was able to have so much success 
“He's a great player. We tried to help a little bit on him, but sometimes when you're back there, you've got to hold up. We didn't 
hold up. He played on our left, he played on our right, he played everywhere. He's a great player. Just give him credit. If we could 
run the ball and do those type of things, we can help our tackles. When we were sitting there throwing it every down, we 
obviously didn't help them. That's a tough duty for them, but sometimes you've got to get that done in those situations, too.” 
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On why he chose to go for it on fourth-and-5 in the fourth quarter with 3:50 remaining in the game 
“My gut was we weren't doing anything from a momentum standpoint. We were playing great defense. We were getting the ball 
back. I just felt like we needed to try to go make a play. We got the coverage we thought we'd get and we just don't make the 
play. You're right. It's pretty risky, but just the momentum of the football game, I did not feel good with what was happening. We 
needed to make a dang play, and we didn't do it.” 
 
On why RB C.J. Anderson dressed but did not play 
“He was there for emergency. That's basically it. We have to make a decision between bringing [RB] Kapri [Bibbs] up or suiting 
him. We suited him for an emergency standpoint. He didn't have to play today. That's a good thing, so he should get better this 
week.” 
 
On if there is a possibility QB Peyton Manning can resume practice this week 
“I don't want to get too far ahead of myself, but obviously the plan is that we're moving forward. We had some good days last 
week working out, doing some drill work. I don't want to get ahead of myself here and tell you 'yes.' Let me see where we're at 
Monday, Tuesday. Let me see what's going on.” 
 
On if Osweiler held onto the ball too long throughout the game 
“I've got to look at it. We held the ball a little bit trying to get the ball down the field because they played us very conservatively, 
made us check the ball down, didn't blitz us, didn't come after us. I think he did that throughout the course of the first half—I 
think he was 22-of-29 at halftime. I'm not positive. That's operating. That's doing your job. We just didn't make any plays. We 
should have scored there right before the half. We had three plays to make—not one—we had three plays to make. Didn't make 
any of them. Then maybe he pressed a little bit in the third quarter, he missed a couple plays, but he also gave us some great 
chances. We dropped a lot of balls. I can think of four. Let me go back and take a peek.” 
 
On if this is the most frustrated he has been after a game this season 
“I don't know. I can only think about today. I don't know about the first 12. It's disappointing because we needed to get this 
done. We were beat up and we played well enough, especially in the first half, to really control the football game. We didn't 
control it, and that's what happens in this league. You let somebody hang around, they make a play or two and then that's what 
happens to you. It's disappointing from that standpoint.” 
 
On what can be done to repair the run game and struggles at the line of scrimmage 
“I've got to go look at how we played, you know what I mean? I'm watching the edges. It looked like our tight ends really 
struggled in the run game. That's just my observation from the sidelines. Inside we struggled up front. We didn't move them 
around, in my opinion. Let me go look. I don't know. I can't see all 11 guys from the sidelines, but it was obvious the line of 
scrimmage was won by them. They did a hell of a job.” 
 
On what was holding the team back in the red zone in the first half 
“Possession wise, I'm thinking one possession, we had first-and-goal at the six. We ran the ball twice and we had third-and-12, I 
think. That's as negative as you can be. Another possession, the last possession, I can think of three plays we should have made. 
We should have made a throw, a catch and then maybe even another one. I didn't see the last play. I'm thinking two out of those 
three possessions, we should make those plays. We don't make them, but you've got to keep playing. You've got to keep 
battling. We had 220-something yards at halftime. I think we might have had 10 in the third quarter. We did nothing in the third 
quarter. You've got to play all day, keep going and no reason why we shouldn't have. We could have made plays at the end of 
the game that could have been the difference, too. Got to give them credit. They did a hell of a job.” 
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On why the Raiders were able to win the second matchup of the season 
“Let me give [Raiders Head Coach] Jack [Del Rio] and them credit. They did a hell of a job coaching and playing. They did a great 
job. It's not like we didn't move the ball. We moved the ball. We didn't finish our drives. I've got to go look. I just said I think a 
couple reasons why we didn't finish our drives—we got beat on the line of scrimmage, we didn't make a throw and a catch we 
should have made—I can think of those two situations. I can't think of the third one right now. I know we were 0-for-3. I think 
another time we actually kicked a field goal from the 23. I've got no excuse for you. They played well. They did a great job. Jack 
did a great job, and we've got to get better.” 
 

BRONCOS QUARTERBACK BROCK OSWEILER 
                                                                                                                                                                                      
On drops by receivers 
“I'm not discouraged by the drops at all. At the end of the day, we're a team. You can never point the finger at anybody. I'm sure 
that everybody on this team--offense, defense and special teams would look at themselves and the tape. They'll watch it 
tomorrow and probably say, 'You know what, I made that play and that could have been the difference.' There's no reason to 
point any fingers. Everybody fought hard. Unfortunately, Oakland played very well today. [Raiders Head] Coach [Jack] Del Rio had 
a great game plan. We just came up short.” 
 
On if his confidence is affected by dropped passes 
“It doesn't affect my confidence. The biggest thing, I think, in this business for an offensive football player or a defensive football 
player, for that matter, is playing the next play. You have to have a short-term memory. Whether you had a good play the play 
before or a bad play, that one is behind you and you have to move on to the next one. That's what we did all night. 
Unfortunately, we kept making mistakes. I wasn't making the right reads at times. I wasn't making the right throw at times. It 
culminated in a loss tonight.” 
 
On Raiders DE Khalil Mack 
“Mack is still as good as anybody in this league after this game. He played a tremendous football game. He's a great football 
player. We knew that he was a great football player. Sometimes--it's hard to do, but sometimes you have to give credit to the 
opposing team when credit is due. Mack played a phenomenal football game.” 
 
On if the red zone struggles began to affect his mentality 
“It doesn't. I believe in each red zone appearance that we were seeing different things. We were seeing different coverages. We 
were seeing different fronts and we were running different plays. I don't think that any of them bleed together. The biggest thing 
is, as an offense, that it all starts and it stops with me. I have to find a way to get our offense into the end zone and scoring 
touchdowns. Anytime a defense holds a team to 15 points, I believe that you should win the football game. It's your job as an 
offense and as a quarterback--I'll take full responsibility for it, but it's your job to not kick field goals and score touchdowns in the 
red area.” 
 
On Mack's safety 
“I felt the pressure, I knew it was coming. Obviously, I knew that he would be coming quick. Unfortunately, there was a situation 
where I had an open receiver. I was trying to get the ball out, but Mack made a great play. He got there faster than I could get 
the football out. At that point--I'm assuming that it was him who hit me. I still haven't seen the tape--now you're just trying to 
gather the ball and just trying to find the throw-away, but credit to him. He just kept coming. He kept playing hard. He's a great 
football player.” 
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On not having scored a touchdown since the first drive against San Diego 
“The way that you fix it is that it starts with tomorrow. Tomorrow you go and you evaluate the tape and you really look at the 
red area hard. You say, 'How could we have scored touchdowns? Was it me missing a read? Was it me missing a throw?' That's 
what we'll do. We'll look at the tape extremely hard tomorrow. We'll see what we did wrong in the red area, but like I told you 
guys before, I believe that it's the quarterback's job no matter how the day is going, good or bad, to get his team in the end zone. 
I didn't do that today. I'll figure out a way to fix it and we'll move forward.” 
 
On what he told WR Demaryius Thomas after a dropped pass 
“I told him, 'Next play.' I said, 'Play the next play.' I said, 'That one's over.' I said, 'I'm going to come right back to you and you're 
going to make a big play down the stretch.' I said, 'Focus on the next play because that's all that matters.'“ 
 
On if he feels that the play calling is conservative 
“I wouldn't say that. I thought that the coaches put the players in position all night long to make plays. Once again, when you 
look at the grand scheme of things again tonight, I believe that it boils down to me. It's my job as the quarterback to find the 
open guy, get the completion, move the offense and score points. I wouldn't point that at the coaches. I thought the coaches put 
together a great game plan and it's just up to us players to execute it.” 
 
On passes batted at the line of scrimmage 
“Once again, I think that's a credit to the Raiders. They had a great game plan. They were playing a lot of Cover 2 today. They 
were taking our outside throws away to Demaryius and [WR] Emmanuel [Sanders] and basically just giving us the short, inside, 
middle of the field and they weren't really rushing their interior that hard. They were kind of playing volleyball a little bit. That's 
when, as a quarterback, you can't throw the ball outside. You know that you can't and you're just trying to find passing lanes. I 
think I was jumping around a couple of times just trying to find that halfback in the middle.” 
 
On if having QB Peyton Manning on the sideline was helpful 
“Absolutely. Having Peyton's eyes out there and talking to him in-between each series was a huge help. Peyton sees the game 
when he's playing or not playing just as well as anybody. To have an extra set of eyes, especially his eyes, out there helping me 
and coaching me through the whole situation was something that I appreciated a lot.” 
 
On overthrowing TE Virgil Green in the end zone 
“That's one of those plays where I was telling you guys before, I have to make it. Virg was open in the back of the end zone. 
There's clearly a lane to throw a touchdown pass and I missed it. That's one of those things that we'll learn from tomorrow--I will 
learn from tomorrow when we watch the tape. I'll make sure that doesn't happen again.” 
 

BRONCOS OUTSIDE LINEBACKER SHAQUIL BARRETT 
 
On today’s loss 
“Yeah, it was a tough game. The turnovers hurt us a lot in that game. And they were just able to take advantage of them, and 
they made the big plays when they needed to, and we weren’t able to make any offensively. Defensively, we need to get some 
turnovers to help our offense out.” 
 
On not forcing turnovers from Oakland [QB] Derek Carr 
“Yeah, he pretty much didn’t get a blindside. He was ready for the sacks. Like you said, he saw them coming, so he was able to 
protect the ball better. We’ve got to find a way to get the ball out: interceptions, fumbles, someway, somehow.” 
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On controlling their own playoff destiny 
“Yeah, we would love to have that to give some guys some time to get back because we’ll need full strength to make a run at it. 
We’ll focus on our next game, so we get the win and try to do as best as we can to control our own destiny.” 
 

BRONCOS TIGHT END OWEN DANIELS 
 
On his impressions of QB Brock Osweiler’s performance 
“I think he was still confident and great in the huddle. We have to play better around him, I think, everyone has to play better 
around him. Everyone has to play better. We have to make the plays that come our way and better protect him and run the ball 
better. The second half was just bad all around.” 
 
On the game changing so drastically at halftime 
“I haven’t been a part of a game that was such a 180 from one half to the next. We felt in total control in the first half, but not 
getting touchdowns is starting to become kind of an issue. Getting four field goals and having a chance to put the game away in 
the first half really, and not being able to do that and letting a team like that hang around, they gained some confidence and 
some momentum. We didn’t do anything to help ourselves in the second half though.” 
 
On how the team bounces back from this loss 
“I think the offense has to take a hard look at what we’re doing, our attention to detail and things like that. I think our defense 
played awesome, considering the situation we put them in, the guys they had down. It really just fell on today.” 
 
On how Oakland turned the game around after halftime 
“We helped them turn it around, that’s for sure. We did a great job in the first half protecting the football and put some good 
long drives together, but again we didn’t capitalize on them. They had a good drive to start the second half, but after that it was 
us helping them a lot – turning the ball over, giving them the ball in great situations, so that’s something we have to correct.” 
 
On offensive struggles in the red zone 
“I can’t give you any great, detailed answer at this point. My look on it is we have to run the ball better down there. It has always 
been our job to run the ball well down there because that helps things out. A lot of times, they will sit back and play coverage so 
we have to run it and that will help things out. When it comes down to it, it comes down to execution and we just didn’t quite 
get it in the end zone.” 
 

BRONCOS TIGHT END VERNON DAVIS 

On failing to reach the end zone 
“It’s frustrating. It’s very frustrating. I think going out there, we could’ve done a better job as far as getting points, especially 
when we were in the red zone. It didn’t go our way today. Like I tell everybody else, it starts in practice. We get another 
opportunity to get back in practice and correct some of the things that we weren’t able to do out there today. We’ve just got to 
keep our heads up and keep moving forward." 

On the prospect of the loss being a result of continued injury 
“Even when people are hurt, there’s always the guys that aren’t hurt that can continue to get better. Even when you’re out, you 
can still get better by looking at film and down get little things. That goes a long way. We’re still a great team. We’ve got a lot of 
playmakers on this team. I think we’re going to overcome this and I know that we’re going to overcome this. We’re going to get 
back to playing ball at a high level and playing fast.” 
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On his dropped catch on fourth down in the fourth quarter 
“The ball was thrown, I got super excited because I knew I was going to be wide open, took my eyes off the ball and wasn’t able 
to pull it in. I should know better than that. I’ve got to get better.” 

On the Broncos’ offense in the second half 
“Whenever you have penalties and mistakes that are made, especially offensively, you’re just digging a hole for yourself. We 
knew that. We just have to correct those things and get back and just play ball. That’s all we have to do.” 

On his mentality moving forward 
“Everyone makes mistakes. That’s like I was telling some of the guys. Everyone makes mistakes. You’re not perfect, but you can 
try to be perfect. When you’re in a situation where you’re not able to make that play, then you have to look yourself in the eye 
and say: ‘You’ve got to get better.’” 

BRONCOS CORNERBACK CHRIS HARRIS JR. 

On losing this game at home 
“I’m hot. We were not supposed to lose that game. We played terrible in the second half, gave them the ball every time. So 
we’ve just got to be smarter. We can’t beat ourselves. This is going to be a tough team to beat if we don’t beat ourselves.” 

On the defensive performance 
“Defensive wise, we played great. I don’t know how many yards they had, we shut them down. The only thing we didn’t do today 
was get turnovers, so I’m just going to worry about our defense, what we can do to continue to get better and the only thing we 
can do to get better is try to force turnovers.” 

On being motivated going into Pittsburgh 
“We’re motivated every week. This is the AFC Championship. This is what we’re motivated for. This is what we play for. 
Everybody was motivated on the team was motivated. We just gave them the game in the second half.” 

BRONCOS DEFENSIVE END MALIK JACKSON 

On second half struggles 
“It’s just one of those things that we came out firing on all cylinders and they came out in the second half and beat us. It’s one of 
those things, they get paid too. It’s the NFL. Any given Sunday, we learned that we’ve got to play all four quarters. So it’s just a 
learning lesson and we had to learn the hard way.” 

On watching the wheels come off 
“It is what it is. All we can do is go out there and stop their offense. That’s what we tried to do. I think we did a good job of that 
today, but they’ve got firepower too and they’ve got a good defense and it’s one of those things that they just won the battle 
today.” 

On rebounding quickly before next week’s game vs. the Steelers 
“Just come in tomorrow, learn from our mistakes and get better. We can’t give up the mistakes we did today and that’s one of 
the things we’ve got to learn. Just go out there and be an even more stout defense and be a team that plays all four quarters like 
we did the first two today.” 

On the team feeling after a loss  
“It’s a team game. … It’s one of those things that all there phases don’t get it done today.” 
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On only being up 12 points at halftime despite allowing -12 yards from the Raiders 
“We knew what we were doing. We had a good plan going in. We stopped them. We can’t worry about putting up points, all we 
do is stop their offense. It’s one of those things that, as a defense, we felt good. We just wanted to go out there and keep doing 
what we were doing. I think we did. We just didn’t get the win." 

On the offense's red zone struggles in the first half 
“Yeah, I mean in the first half, the game could have been over. I guess that we are going to continuously work on our red zone.” 
 
On if his return to Pittsburgh this week will make the game more meaningful to him 
“Yeah, I wish I would have gone back with a win under our belt and me having a good game, but it doesn't matter. I'm looking 
forward to that game now. We've got to go out there and handle business.” 
 
On why the offense struggled in the second half 
“I guess just a lack of focus. We've just got to focus.” 
 
On if he has been a part of a game like this 
“Yeah, they're always saying when it rains, it pours. Obviously, you could tell. We had a lot of dropped passes, then I come out 
and muff the [punt] and everything was just going downhill. That's what happened at the end of the day, and that's the reason 
why we're sitting here with three losses.” 
 
On if he feels like the offense let the defense down 
“It's a team game, like you said. They are playing outstanding. We've just got to get better.” 
 

BRONCOS INSIDE LINEBACKER BRANDON MARSHALL 
 
On Oakland LB Khali Mack’s performance and five sacks 
“How many sacks did he have? That guy is an animal. There was a lot of talk about him this week. I’m big on the NFL Draft, so I’ve 
always watched the NFL Draft and I remember when he came out, I was watching him and different things like that. I remember 
thinking, ‘OK, this guy can do something.’ But, I was watching on the sideline and thinking, ‘Man, this guy is an animal.’ He 
definitely had a game, I would say that, a career game for sure.” 
 
On moving on from the loss 
“It’s huge, it’s huge. The time to move on is after we watch the film on Monday, because you definitely have to correct mistakes. 
We have to correct what we didn’t do, correct what we did do. We have to be on point with different things. So, the time to 
move on is after the film session.” 
 

BRONCOS WIDE RECEIVER EMMANUEL SANDERS 
 
On the offense's red zone struggles in the first half 
“Yeah, I mean in the first half, the game could have been over. I guess that we are going to continuously work on our red zone.” 
 
On if his return to Pittsburgh this week will make the game more meaningful to him 
“Yeah, I wish I would have gone back with a win under our belt and me having a good game, but it doesn't matter. I'm looking 
forward to that game now. We've got to go out there and handle business.” 
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On why the offense struggled in the second half 
“I guess just a lack of focus. We've just got to focus.” 
 
On if he has been a part of a game like this 
“Yeah, they're always saying when it rains, it pours. Obviously, you could tell. We had a lot of dropped passes, then I come out 
and muff the [punt] and everything was just going downhill. That's what happened at the end of the day, and that's the reason 
why we're sitting here with three losses.” 
 
On if he feels like the offense let the defense down 
“It's a team game, like you said. They are playing outstanding. We've just got to get better.” 
 

BRONCOS WIDE RECEIVER DEMARYIUS THOMAS 
 
On mistakes hurting the team 
“That's what happened in the game. We had a couple turnovers. They scored on one of them. Me and [TE] Vernon [Davis] had a 
drop on third down where we should have converted. It's just stuff we've got to go back to the drawing table, stay after to catch 
more—whatever we've got to do.” 
 
On the team's struggles in the red zone 
“I don't know. That's something we've got to get better at. We've got three more regular season games, and we've got to score 
touchdowns to win. That's something we've got to work on as a group on offense. We'll go back to the drawing boards come 
Monday and see what we've got to do better because we've got to do better if we want to win.” 
 
On if he had missed opportunities at the end of the first half 
“Yeah, we had a couple shots that we could have made plays on, converted and had touchdowns instead of field goals. Like I 
said, it's stuff we've just got to work. We've got to be better, or else we're going to be done early.” 
 
On why the offense struggled to move the ball in the second half 
“I don't know. We couldn't run the ball. We weren't doing too good at passing. We had a couple drops, like you said. We've got 
to figure something out as an offense. The defense is still playing well. We've got to step up and do better.” 
 
On if it was a day when things just weren't going the Broncos' way 
“I can't say that. We were still in the game. It was just a couple things that we still had a chance to win this game. Of course, we 
had the two turnovers, had a couple drops, but we still were in this game. I really can't say what it is.” 
 

BRONCOS OUTSIDE LINEBACKER DEMARCUS WARE 
 
On the frustration of this loss 
“I won’t say it was frustrating. You just have to look at the game when you have momentum and holding a team to negative 
yardage, you have to capitalize on scoring. Also, we have to get more turnovers on defense.” 
 
On the mood in the locker room at halftime 
“Teams don’t go away, and we see that from tonight. We looked at it as, ‘Ok, we’re going back out here and have to play the 
same as we did in the first half.’ We did, but we sort of beat ourselves with turnovers.” 
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On bouncing back after the loss 
“You treat it just like you would any other week. You go out and not worry about what any other teams do, you look back and 
say, ‘How do you critique yourself for next week?’” 
 
On what he expects next week at Pittsburgh  
“I expect for us to critique ourselves, go back next week and get better for this big game that is coming up against Pittsburgh.” 
 
On what changed from the first half to the second half 
“In the first half, we had the majority of the turnovers. Just because you see a team has negative yardage or a team is not doing 
as well—if they get a short field, they end up scoring points and winning the turnover battle, they end up winning the game. 
That’s what they did.”  
 
On how he felt after returning from injury 
“I felt really good. My body felt really well. I know my plays were limited, but the thing is it’s a gradual process and you have to 
stick with the process and keep rolling.” 
 

RAIDERS HEAD COACH JACK DEL RIO 
 
On DE Khalil Mack and the defense’s performance 
“Well, he was unbelievable. He’s just getting better and better, and he’s a great young man. I didn’t realize he actually had five 
sacks on the day. I knew he was awesome. I knew he made a big play for the safety, and I knew he went back there. I thought 
three maybe four, but I didn’t realize it was five, so really tremendous effort by Khalil. Defense overall, forcing field goals and 
allowing us a chance to hang around in that game, and then us as a team coming out in the second half and getting it done. 
We’re really proud of our guys.” 
 
On the message at halftime 
“The message was, ‘I believe. We believe. Let’s go out and show that we believe with our effort. We came here to play a full 60 
minutes, so let’s make sure we give them a full 60 minutes.’ And I thought we did that.” 
 
On beating the Broncos on the road 
“It’s very sweet, and it’s a victory we needed. The sweetest thing is over this last month of the season, we get everybody in our 
division, and we want to play our best 60 minutes each week out. So there’s a lot of room for improvement, but this is a heck of 
a win.” 
 
On how Mack was able to find success 
“Well, any time pass defensive works, there’s got to be some kind of coverage that allows the quarterback to hold the ball. If 
there’s somebody that’s running free all the time, the ball comes out, he can’t get there. Rush and coverage always go hand-in-
hand. Whenever somebody’s getting sacks it typically means that he’s done a good job beating his man and there’s been some 
coverage for the quarterback to have to hold it.” 
 
On rushing three at the end of the game 
“We felt like we could generate the pressure that we needed and not allow them to get into the throws they wanted to get into.” 
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On attempting the two-point conversion because [LS] Jon Condo was injured 
“Yeah, we thought about [using the backup snapper]. We elected to go for two at that time, but things like that come up during 
the game, and you make a snap judgement. That was our choice to do.” 
 
On needing to answer for the decision to go for two 
“No, not at all. Anybody that was in the position would understand. You’ve got to do what you think is best for your football 
team. In that situation, the advice I was given from our special teams coaches was it would really be best; we have a higher 
percentage of making it if we go for two. When that’s the case, you have to use the information that occurs to you right there for 
the team.” 
 
On if the missed field goal was due to a bad snap 
“I’m not worried about it. You guys can look at it any way you want. I can’t tell you because I didn’t see all the mechanics of the 
snap-hold-kick that we track. I’ll have a better idea tomorrow. But you guys saw instant replay. You have a better idea than I do 
at this point.” 
 
On what changed the momentum in the second half 
“No, I think all of it was part of the effort. Those are two huge moments in the game. To go out after halftime, make some 
adjustments, come out with some fire and go down the field and score; that gave us a huge lift obviously. And then defensively, 
to really shut it down in the second half and continue to give us opportunities, and for us to be able to possess the ball. Then that 
big safety and other sacks to close door. It was about effort.” 
 
On the offensive play in the first half 
“They were playing well, and we weren’t playing well offensively at that point.” 
 
On the offensive changes made 
“We made some adjustments. We always do. We’ve got a group of guys who work hard, come in and talk through some things, 
and went out and put together a big drive to get us jumpstarted in the second half.” 
 
On holding Denver to four field goals in the first half 
“Well, that was huge for us to not allow them in by forcing them to kick field goals down there four different times in the first 
half. It gave us an opportunity. We come out, start the second half and get a touchdown, and now it’s a one-score game. One 
thing I did talk about, we talked about at halftime, let’s play a whole 60 minutes with inspired effort. I thought we did.” 
 
On P Marquette King’s performance 
“Yeah, it was excellent, excellent. Punting was important. Field position is so important in a game that turns into a defensive 
struggle, so really happy with the way he kicked the ball today.” 
 
On Mack’s five sacks 
“I can’t take credit for what Khalil just did. It wasn’t magic words that I gave Khalil. We put him in position, we played good 
enough coverage to give him a chance to do his thing. Like I said, rush and coverage go hand-in-hand when you play a good pass 
defense.” 
 
On if he was able to limit Broncos QB Brock Osweiler because of familiarity 
“I wouldn’t look at it that way. I wouldn’t say that. He’s a good young player, and he’s had a great opportunity to step in and lead 
a good football team. I think he’s done a pretty solid job.” 
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On if he said anything to QB Derek Carr after having one completion in the first half 
“We’ll keep working. We’ve got a good group of guys. We’ll keep working.” 

 
RAIDERS QUARTERBACK DEREK CARR 
 
On the Raiders offense compiling -11 yards in the first half 
“That’s not the recipe for success for us. It doesn’t matter what the situation is; I’m just going to compete. That’s what I try to get 
out of everybody else. I’ve been through a lot of bad things in life—not just football—a lot of good times, and all you do is you 
just keep pushing and trust what you believe in. I’m just glad that it turned out a little bit better in the second half.” 
 
On if Oakland made adjustments at halftime  
“Nothing. We just came out and said, ‘Look, man, we just have to execute the way we know how.’ They’re the No. 1-ranked 
defense in the NFL, we knew they were going to make plays— when you play them, you know they’re going to make plays. But at 
the same time, we believe in what we do, also. We’ve seen it work against some of the best talent in the NFL. We just said, ‘Man, 
we’ve just got to go out and do what we do. Let’s just make sure we don’t do that again.’ Everyone just came out fired up. There 
was a lot of energy, which is good. It wasn’t flat at halftime in the locker room, and then when we went out onto the field, you 
still felt that buzz on the sideline, which is a good thing. It means guys believe that we can come back and win.” 
 
On Raiders OLB Khalil Mack’s five sacks 
“I’m glad he’s on my team, glad they picked him first. I’ll take being a second round pick as long as that guy’s on my team, that’s 
for sure. I love the guy; he’s one of my closest friends ever since we got here together. We believed in one another, we believed 
that we could help be a small part of turning around our organization. To see him do that, I’m so happy for him because he works 
his tail off. He really deserves it.” 
 
On S Charles Woodson motivating Mack to continue to improve  
“Oh yeah, Wood’s really good at challenging you, as I know. I do see it in Khalil. I remember a couple weeks ago in practice, I 
looked at him—and we always are hard on each other— so I said jokingly, ‘Hey, I guarantee you don’t get a sack this period.’ The 
next pass rush I saw was unbelievable. I won’t go into the details about what happened, but what he did was just unreal. 
Everyone knows he has it in him, and he did it against one of the best teams today.” 
 
On going for two points following LS Jon Condo’s injury  
“I didn’t even know that Condo got hurt. It happened, and then we were going in (to the sideline), so I didn’t know. So when we 
went for two, I was just like, ‘Okay, let’s just execute this play.’ I wish I could give you more, but I didn’t even know that he was 
hurt.” 
 
On utilizing his tight ends 
“You’ve got (Bronco CBs Chris) Harris (Jr.), (Bradley) Roby and (Aqib) Talib, those guys are three of the best corners in the whole 
NFL, and they’re all on the same team. You’re going to have chances to go at them, take shots at them, but you’ve got to be 
smart about it. This is my fourth time playing all those guys, so you just know. Coach [Offensive Coordinator Bill] Musgrave did a 
great job of designing plays to get the tight ends involved and things like that. I thought that he did a great job at that.” 
 
On the go-ahead touchdown 
“(The Broncos) are good players. It’s not going to be a 500-yard day when you play these guys. When you can see thing—Coach 
Musgrave is so smart that he just saw that. A couple of times in certain areas and certain personnels and all these kinds of things 
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where they were playing a certain way, to call that play, have the trust on third down and for us to hit it, that was huge. I’m 
thankful that he trusted us to do that.” 
 
On scoring on the first drive of the second half 
“It was very important because of how ugly the first half was. And that’s what it was. We all agree with that. It didn’t look like 
who we can be and who we are. It was very, very important for us to come down and keep that energy that I was talking about 
when we were in halftime and when we came out on the sideline—keep that energy up for our team. I think that our tight ends 
and receivers were all making such big plays, it kind of sparked everyone else.” 
 
On the defense keeping the offense in the game 
“It’s a team game. We’re going to rely on them heavily. They’re going to rely on us heavily for the next however many years 
we’re all together. You can’t win these games on one side of the ball. You can’t do it. You can’t win championships on one side of 
the ball. At some point we’re all going to rely on each other, and they came up big holding them to field goals in the first half. 
That was huge for us. They deserve all the credit. They came up huge for us today.” 
 
On snapping an eight-game losing streak to Denver 
“I didn’t know that. Any time you can beat a division opponent, it means a lot, especially these guys because they’re so good. 
They’re one of the best teams in the AFC, let alone one of the best teams in the NFL. It meant a lot to us, and I’m really just 
happy to see all the smiles in our locker room because it could have been the other way.” 
 

RAIDERS DEFENSIVE END KHALIL MACK 
 
On his performance 
“God is good. I pray for grace and mercy and protection and for him to use me. That was the outcome.” 
 
On if he felt he had a matchup advantage 
“I mean, you feel like you got a pretty good advantage, but at the same time, it was just team defense. Guys [were] working in 
the back, rushing coverage, working together and that’s what you saw.” 
 
On his strip-sack of Broncos QB Brock Osweiler for the safety 
“That’s what you call determined. Getting the ball, especially back there—when you get it back there, you want to keep it back. 
We got to take advantage of that field position. To get the ball was big.” 
 
On the problems Osweiler presents a defense 
“He was mobile. He could move out of the pocket. They use him on boots, they use him to get out. I believe there was a third 
down and short and they stretched him outside, and that was big for them. That would be the difference coming in. As far as 
holding the ball, he held the ball a lot longer than [Broncos QB] Peyton [Manning] did.” 
 
On beating the Broncos 
“I mean, it’s the Broncos. You’re playing against a great team, great defense, great offense. We were able to steal this one and 
leave their home with a win. It’s big.” 
 
On holding Denver to field goals in the first half 
“We knew that we didn’t want them to score. That was what we preached all week, but they were able to get some things over 
the top, and we wanted to make them pay for it in the second half.” 
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On not allowing an offensive touchdown to Denver in two games this year 
“That’s great. But you want to win these games; that’s what it was all about. By any means, we wanted to win this one. This was 
big for us.” 
 
On what Raiders Head Coach Jack Del Rio locker said during the halftime break 
“During the halftime break, he knew we could make that push in the second half. He believed in us. Coach Jack doesn’t really let 
too much get to him. He keeps us calm, keeps us poised. He has a swagger about him, and he knew and believed in us. And 
knowing that he believed in us pushed us and [drove] us to go out and get it by any means we could.”  
 
On his sack totals increasing in recent weeks 
“You talk about rush and coverage working together. Defensively, it’s all about playing team defense. We got [Raiders CB] David 
Amerson back there covering, [Raiders CB] we got Neiko Thorpe, C-Wood, the G.O.A.T. (Greatest of All Time) covering and 
[Raiders DE] Mario Edwards Jr. in penetration. [Raiders DL] Denico Autry getting penetration. [Raiders DE] Benson Mayowa on 
the other edge. It’s all about team defense and working together, and that’s what you saw.”  
 
On his performance and improving 
“I mean, I’m trying to get better every week. What you see statistically, it doesn’t really determine whether you think is better or 
not, but at the same time, I’m going to keep working to get better.” 
 
On compliments from teammate Charles Woodson 
“C-Wood is the G.O.A.T., man. We talk often about different things as far as me stepping up in that feature role, and so it’s good 
because you have him and he’s the best player I’ve ever played with, arguably one of the best safeties of all time. It’s big when 
you hear that coming from him. He wants me to step up into that role.” 
 

RAIDERS WIDE RECEIVER AMARI COOPER 
 
On the team’s first down struggles  
“We really couldn’t move the ball, but they’re a great defense and that’s a testament to their defense. A bigger testament is our 
team coming out in the second half and not giving up.” 
 
On how it feels to win this game 
“It feels great. Coach [Jack Del Rio] came in here at halftime and told us to believe, and I feel like that’s what we all did. We 
believed that we could go out there and score, and that’s what we did.” 
 

RAIDERS LONGSNAPPER JON CONDO 
 
On the Raiders’ second half performance 
“You look at the tale of the tape, you look at the first half, the time of possession is like 18 to six [minutes] or something like that. 
I came in and I was telling people: ‘Hey, a tale of two halves right now. We’re going to come out strongly.’ Our offense got the 
ball, first go, we scored a touchdown right there. ... Our defense played great in the first half – four times, I think in the red zone, 
four field goals, and I think that gave our defense a lot of life.  
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On snapping an eight-game losing streak to the Broncos 
“It’s always great to go on the road and win but to win in your division – especially here in Denver with the type of caliber team 
they have – it’s a great team victory. We’re just taking it one game at a time, sticking together, playing for one another and trying 
to win games.” 
 

RAIDERS LINEBACKER BEN HEENEY 
 
On his forced fumble of Broncos WR Demaryius Thomas  
“I just went over there, tackled him and knocked the ball out. That’s really all it was. It was just a tackle turned into a strip.” 
 
On he was trying to force Thomas to fumble on that play 
“No, I didn’t even really try on that one. I just went up there, made the tackle and I got blessed that the ball came out.” 
 
On the play of linebacker Khalil Mack  
“We all heard it was six [sacks] so I don’t know for sure how many he had [five]. That’s crazy. When you have a guy on your team 
with that kind of productivity in a game, it’s going to be hard to lose. As a whole team it was a good win.” 
 

RAIDERS TIGHT END MYCHAL RIVERA 
 
On the different play fakes during the game 
“Once you fake something and they think you’re going to do it, they just bite on it just like a fish. Give them the hook and watch 
it sink.” 
 
On the momentum shift from the first to the second half 
“That’s what they have halftime for. Halftime is to come in as a team, regroup, figure out the mistakes you made and go out in 
the second half even stronger than you came out in the first.” 
 
On only having one yard of total offense at halftime 
“Coming into halftime, we knew that wasn’t characteristic of us and that’s not who we are. We were confident. [Raiders Head] 
Coach [Jack] Del Rio had a smile on his face at halftime because he knew what was going to come and he knew we were much 
better than what we displayed. That’s what we did—we came out and answered.” 
 

RAIDERS TIGHT END CLIVE WALFORD 
 
On difference of play in first and second halves 
“Just in the first half, we couldn’t really get it together. We were stumbling over ourselves a little bit. But when we came in at 
halftime, the coaches made some adjustments and executed.” 
 
On defeating the first-place Broncos 
“It just tells us, as a team, to continue to believe. We know what we’re capable of every time we got out and play. We’ve just got 
to find ways to execute and win those close games.” 
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On defense stepping up 
“Football is a game of swings, and when the defense goes out and continues to stop the opposing offense several times like that, 
that motivates us to go out and keep them off the field, and that’s what we did.” 
 
On DE Khalil Mack’s performance 
“I can’t even really put words on it because I played Khalil in high school and I know what kind of player he is. It was awesome.” 
 

RAIDERS SAFETY CHARLES WOODSON 
 
On the Raiders’ first half performance 
“It was looking rough, but the positive about it was, defensively, we kept them out of the end zone [and] limited those guys to 
field goals in the first half. Halftime, we came in and [head coach] Jack [Del Rio], he really came in upbeat, he came in smiling and 
he just asked the team: Did we believe in one another, and everybody screamed out: ‘Yeah.’ That second half, we really came 
out and played like we believed in one another, each phase of the game, and each phase made a play to get the win. This team is 
showing growth. It was fun to be a part of that game today. That was a lot of fun.” 
 
On teammate Khalil Mack’s performance 
“For a young guy like him that’s just kind of really coming into his own, you’re just seeing flashes of what he’s going to be. Today 
is an awesome game, but this guy, throughout his career [if he] stays healthy, the sky is the limit to what he’s going to be able to 
accomplish in this league.” 
 
On what great NFL defenders Mack reminds Woodson of 
“The way he can get around the corner and bend and get low to the ground – those sort of things – it kind of reminds you of 
Derrick Thomas. I remember playing Derrick Thomas my first game in the NFL against the Chiefs and he had six sacks against us. 
Today, Khalil kind of reminded me of that.” 
 
On snapping an eight-game losing streak vs. Broncos 
“It feels great. I was watching the news this morning and I was watching one of the sportscasters saying that this would be an 
easy win, and it was so smug about it. So it felt good to come in and get a win against the Broncos when I don’t believe anybody 
gave us a shot.” 
 
On where this win ranks in his career 
“This is a big win. We haven’t beaten the Broncos in a long time. So to come down today after a tough loss last week with Kansas 
City and to just battle – we were down 12-0, I believe going into halftime, came out and didn’t allow them to score another point 
in the game. That’s a just hats off to everybody on the team for going out and continuing to grind and getting this win.” 
 
On the importance of beating the Broncos for head coach Jack Del Rio 
“I don’t care who you are – player or coach – if you’ve been somewhere for a while and you come back and play them, you want 
it just a little bit more. He hasn’t said anything that I’ve heard that I can pinpoint, but I know he wanted it.” 
 
On approach to Broncos QB Brock Osweiler 
“We tried to throw as many looks as we could but still keep it simple in what we do. We threw in some different looks and some 
of it worked, some of it didn’t.” 
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On this win sending a message to the AFC West 
“Well I think we’ve really been sending a message all year. We’ve been in games. Last week, we were winning the game in the 
fourth quarter. I don’t think there’s anybody out there that doesn’t take this team seriously. So, the message has been sent. Now 
we put this one behind us and we’ll get ready for a game next week.” 
 


